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This module ,is one of a/senes of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specificprofessio,nal competencies of Vocational teachers The
competencies upon which Mese modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels Of instryction. The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas.
Each module .prOdes learning experiences that integrate
theory and application; each culminates with crtenon refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance the spec-
ified competency. The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to4PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials prpvides consid rable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-b d preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs t meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The mat ials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state d artments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professional development of voca-
tional teachers. Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Usihg Perforrnancv-Based Teacher Education fvlaterials and
Guide to lanplementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.
The PBTE curriculum packages are priliiicts.of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Education. Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participatedo.with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment. testing, revision, aril refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions df they modules, over 2,000
teachers and 3Sitylresource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post - secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction:
development, coordination of testing, revision, and,refinenient
of these materials is extended to the following program stpr
(rids B Hamilton,- Program Director, .Robert E Norton, As-.

sociate Program Director, Glen E. Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant. Recognition is also extended to Knsty Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also'11C
khowledged. Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocationMSacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
baed and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R. Finch proVided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974. .

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials w
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University_aPd at
the University of Missouri-Columbia. Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri - Columbia.

Following preliminan) testing,, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students bf Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
StateCollegeoMichigan, Florida Sta University, Holland Col-
lege, P.E I , Canada, Oklahoma Stat University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at uffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona; University of ichigan-Flint- University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities; University o Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, Unive ity of Pittsburgh. University
of Tennessee, University of Ver nt, and Utah State University.

The Center I .teful to t Natrona' Institute of Education for
sponsors. of this ; curriculum development effort from
1972 thro h its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of I ccupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Educatio or their sponsorship of training and-advanced
testing of the ials at 10 sites under Provisions:of EPDA
Part F. Section 55' Recognition of funding support pf the
advanced testing eff rt is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, emple ,University, and the 'University of
Michigan-Flint:

Robert E Taylor '

Exefiutive Director
The Center for Vocational Education

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
74 C.., Sm. ur...14 Ilt.W,,x1 C0414,A 0,.o *3210

The Center for Vocational Education's mission is tct
increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual careerplanning, preparation, and progressicfn
The Center fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and prodticts
Evaluating individual prpgram needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
programs

41. ;Ed

AMEILICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONALMATERIALS
Engineering Center

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Assoeiation for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an intersiate organization of univek-
Mies, colleges and divisioris of vocational education de-
voted to he improvement of teaching through better in-
fOrmation nd teaching aids
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INTRODUCTION
A cOmniunity survey Ls designed to provide

'comp ehensive information concerning current
employment and future labor requirements by'
spec fic occupations: It-is also designed to deter-
mid training need5', to fulfill these requirements
Th informationis gathered fronye specific, pr,e-
cte mimed area'of the community

well-conducted.corWmunity survey can pro- -
vi. vocational educators With needed inibrma-
tio occupational opportunities, training
n =ds, resoLOces, training facilities, and individual
n cis and goals This information provides a solid
b e for vocational curriculum ,revision

he success of the coammunity'survey 1.n deter-
ming the right, development of vocationaLedu-

cation within the community depends greatly on
t e. skill With which the data from the survey is

, .

processed and presented The data rtself is rela-
tively unusatile. until ,it has.been organized and
presented to those who need to know about it

A.
-Thi* module is designed to give you skill- in

Vnalyz,ing survey data, Deporting Clearly and con-
cisely the results Of that analysis; and'd.(ssernlat;'
rnVhe fnclings Modules dealing with plehThine-A,,

and conduthing th,e community, survey (A-1 and'
A-2) present the infqrmation and practice needed
to prepare you fOr this phase.

This module i& written to give you the skills you
need to report the findings of.a community'survey
However, it,ts recognized thai in'many scholol situ-
ations, You,will-not have, sole responsibiNty for,
reporting the findings of a community survey but
rather= ill be $haring this responsibility. with
others

. .

4.
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectives

Terminal Objective: While working in an actual school,
situation, report the findings of a community survey.
Your performance`will be assessed by your resource
person, using the Teacher Performance Assessment
Fgren*, pp. 6,1-62 (Learning Experience V).

teachers, if necessary. Your resource person may
also be contacted if you have any difficulty with
directions, orin assessing your progress at any
time.

Enabling Objectives:
Learning Experience 1

. .
No outside resources

1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate
knowledge of the steps and'important aKinsiderations Learning Experience!!
involved in organizing data from a commurtity survey Optional
(Learning Experience I). Reference: Young, Robert K. and Donald J. Veld-

2.. ter completing the required reading, demonstrate man. Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral Sci-
ility to "analyze ddta from a community survey ences. Second Edition. New Ybrk, NY. Holt, Rine-

(Learnin i Experience Ii). hart & Winston, Inc , 1972.
3. After completing the required reading', demohstrate Reference. Freund, John E. Modern Elementary

,, ability to present community survey data using ap- Statistics. Fourth Edition. Englewood Cliffs, NJ
propnate tables and graphs (Learning Experience Prentice-Hall, Inc., 4973.
N/i 7 A mathematics teacher or other person skilled in

-4 Affer, completing the required reading. use the info/- data analysis with whom you can consult
.' !illation provided in a given case situation to outline a Learning Experience IIIrefrwt and ,a dissemination plan for a community

survey (Learning Experience IV) Optional
A graphics teacher or other perion skilled in the

Prerpquisites .

graphic and pictorial presentation of information
with whom you .can consult. .

.

To complete this module, you must have competency in Learning Experience IV
preparipg for and conductin'g a community survey If you

Required "
do notalready liavethese competencies, meet with your
resource person to determine what method you will use A resource person to review the adequacy of your
to g a i n.these skills One bptian.i.s.to.complete -the-ink:4.-- --rePoct-oultme-aPzi-d4ksanItfiatien-f4a
ma.tion andy2f;actrce activities in the following modules Optional .

Prepare fora Community Survey, Module A-1 .. Reference. Turabian, Kate L A Manualfor ;Voters of
, .

Cchduct a Corninunity Survey Module A-2 Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations. Fourth Ed).-
--

....4
- non. Chicago, IL. University of Chicago Press, 1973.

,

..

sources
< /An English teacher or other person skilfed in report

Res 1 writing with whom you can consult.4 ...r
'A li.dt of the outside resources which supplement
those contained within the module follows. Check
with ybur resource person (1) to determine the
avairabili(ty and the location of these resources, (2)
to locate additional references in your uccupa-

"tiortal specialty, and (3),to get assistance in setting
'up activities with, peers or observations of skilled

Learning Experience
Required

An actual school situation in which you can report
the findings of aicommunity survey.
A resource person to assess your competency in
reporting the findings of a community survey.

This module cover; performance element numbers 18. 19,from Calvin J
eotrell et al, Model Curricula for.VPcattonal and Technical Teacher
Education Report tlo V (Columbus. OH The Center for Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements in this
document form the research base for all The Center's PBTE module
development ,

For information about thegeneral organization of each module, general
procedures for their use. and terminology which is common to alp100
modulus, see About Using The Center's PBTE Modules on the inside
back cover

4 5
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Learning Experience I
) OV_eRVIEW

i

°

...-
After cqmplbting the required reading, demonstrate knowledge

..

of the
steps and important considerations involved in organizing data from a
community survey.

,

Activity . -

You will be reading the information .sheet, Org'anizing the Data from a
COmmunity Survey, pp. 6-8. .

Y

Feedback

You will bedemonstrating knoyvledge of the steps and important con-
siderations involved in organizing data from a community survey by com-
pleting the Self-Check, pp.' 8-9.

..r

0
. .

tin-your competenc y comparing your co16 completed
Self-ChecI\ with the Model Answers, pp. 11-12. s . -'

i
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For Afiformation pertaining to the organization of data from a community
survey, read the followitig informatrarrsneet.

.

ORGANIZING THE DATA FROM A COMIVIUNITY SURVEY

Before yOu get to this point in the process of
completing a community survey, you and your sur-
vey team will have (1) determined what information
you wished to gather, (2) developed or adapted'
instruments to gather that data, and (3) completed
the data collection using those instruments' Now
yo,u are ready to make use of the data you gathered
and to report,your findings,To do this, you need to
complete the following steps

You need to organize the data.in ways which
' relate specifically to the survey questions

lich you designed and the types of recom-
mendations whi 16h may stem from those /ques-
tions.
You must analyze that data.
You must present your analysis in. tabylar
and graphic forms which highlight its rble-
vance to the original survey questions
You must compile the findings into a written
report
YOu need to disseminate the rePorf to-e-ns6 re
that school officials, the public, and interested
others are made aware of those findings

95,:e
t

Orgahizing, the Data
Whether you are procebsing thedata by hander

by computer, the analysis.process will be simpler if
you have planned in advance specifically what
questions the data should answer and have used

instruments designed to elicit that data. Generally,
a community survey is designed to answer the
following types of questions.

Are the vocational programs now being of-
fered in the community adequate with respect
to Student occupational interests?
Are the expressed interests and occupational
plans of the students realistic in terms of the
manpower needs of the comillunity?
Are the vocational programs now being of-
fered adequate in terms of the manpower
needs of the community?

In order to answer these questiqns, you will need
to summarize the relevant data concerning (1)
student occupational interests, (2) manpower
needs, and (3) the present vocational program.
Once summarized, the three.groups of data den be
compared, answers to the previous questions can
be formed, and recommendations can be tenta-
tively raised.

For example, assume that in analyzing the data
you collect from employers, you note that one
large local firm has recently installed a large come
kter operation. You would need to then check to
see if your commpnity offered a program for the
(raining of computer operators. Furthermore, you
would need to check your ,student interest data to
see if students indicated any interest in computer
training, in working in the community or in that
firm, or in, working in areas now being hanIled by
computer. .

This is an oversimplification perhaps, but the
point is.that.by comparing such, data, you would be
cable to make recommendations for yoy.r voca-
tional program's improvement. In the example
above, you might, conclude that although students
haven't expressed interest in being trained as
computer operators, the trend indicates'that there
will be a large market in your community for stu-
dents trained in those skills. Thus, you cold rec-. ommend that steps be taken to make students
aware of this occupational opportunity and to
interest them in this field Or, you could recom-
mend that a program for training computer opera-
tors be offered somewhere in the community;

7
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To make, such recommendations, there are
some additional factors to be,considered Real-
istically,in -suggesting additional programs, you
need to consider four batic community factors

Social factors.The social composition of the
cofnmunity will influerice the types of educatioul
programs which will be accepted and,Or sup-
ported. Social factors also determine the amount
of federal money available for the support of vca--
tional education

For example, you may find that v'ocationaledu-
cat& is supported more actively rn lower socio-
economic communities than in upper middle glass
communities. Or, you may find that more state and
federal su ort is available for vocational pro-
grams in th depressed areas of the country such
as Ole inne city or. impoverished rural areas.

Economic factors.The ability and willingness
of the community to provide needed financial sup-
port- for ocatioraal` education is a critical con-
sideration. Other economic factor which need to
be cOnsidered are CO average family incomes, (2)
percent of unemployed, (3) present and projected

4 housing patterns, and (4) present and projected
job opportunities, bOth locally and nationally

In conducting a community survey and tin mak-
ing decisions based on the findings, the state de-
partment of education should be brought into the
-profess because of the financial support it may be
asked to provide for proposed new programs.

Political factors.You need to be familiar with
the community's political philosoPhysince this of -
fedts the attitudes toward education. Support from
local politician's, influential citizens and thenem-
bers.of the news media is essential if your recom-
mendations are to gain serious consideration.

-.-

Educational factors.A comprebensive analy-
sis of existing educational programs is needed
Before new program recommendations can. be
made, you need to know what the present educa-
tional opportunities in the community are.

I,

It is especially important to know the rtumber of
vocationally trained individuals that'are placed in
the job market each year. It is quite possible that
the training-Feist-FEAT-6ns in your area, both secon-
dary and post- secondary, are already flooding the
market with well-trained individuals in certain oc-
cupational areaor that they are gearing up to do
sp. ,Additional/data on these concerns may be
available if your district has conducted a recent
student follow-up study.

By working with your vocational advisory com-
mittee, local university faculty members, or per-
sonnel at the state department, tike chamber of :
'commerce, andthe local employment bureau,lbu
can locate much of this needed information. You
should also consider reviewing recent census
dataU.S. labor statistics, and such publications as
The Occupational Outlbok Handbook before final
vocational training decisions are made.

Before you make vocational program recom-
mendations that require considerable cost in
ouildings and equipment, all factors must be care-
fully weighed By analyzing the manpower needs

and the student voca ional interests,'and by syn-
thesizing this information i{1 conjunction'with the
social, economic, political, and education& fac-
tI of the community, you can estimate the follow-
in .

the size of the total labor force 5, 10, and 15J
0 years into the future
. the total employment in each particular

branch of business and industry
the educational requirements for all the vari-
ous occupations
the total supply of persons in various accupa-
To-n-5T groups in tai-1 years

One is never able to make exact prldictions for
target years that are 5, 10, and 15 7earsinto the
future. Howeyer, the person with the decision-
making responsibility must carefully weigh all the



factors involved. Then he or she must work closely help ensure that the best possible decisions will be
with advisory committees; employment agencies, made.
university educators, and community leaders, to

The 'following items check your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Organizing the Data from a Community Survey, pp. 6-8.
Each of the three jtems- requires a short essay-type response. Please
explain fully, but briefly, anci make sure you respond to all parts of each
item.. -

SELF-CHECK

.What ere the steps involved in reportirig the findings of a community survey? Briefly describe the
'function of each. .

%.
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2. What.are the types of questions Aihich a community survey is designed.to answer, Hbw would you
categorize the data from your` survey'to relate it to these questions? ,

3. What are the factors which need bine taken into, account when making recommendations from a
community seirvey9 Give examples of ways in which these factors may shape the types of recom-
mendations made.

A 0
t
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Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given below Your responses need notexgctly duplicate the model
responses, however, you should have covered the same major Points.

L

MODEL ANSWERS
1 There are five pnncipal steps involved in report-

i n g the findings from a community survey..The
first is the organization of the data so that they
pan easily be related to the questions which the
survey was designed to answer. These ques-
tions determine the significance of the informa-.
tion obtatnefrom the survey Therefore, they
must determine how the data need to be put
together, how:sections need tote compared
and contrasted, and how to present the data
that clear answers to those questionsare given 3

The second step is analyzing the data In this
step the data are processed so as to obtain all

-the pertinent information relating to the survey
questions

The third step is presenting the 'data in ways
which others can readily understang and which
they can clearly relate to Ihe survey questions
This presentation may involve the construction

of tables and charts which simplify the material
and appeal -to the visual sense.

The fourth step is compOng a report which 4els
forth the findings-in relation toThe survey ques-
tions and makesapproppate recommendations
from those findings

.

The Mtn step is 'the crucial one of m aking the
results public so that they may influence future
decisions and developments in vocational edu-.
cation

2.. The types of qu estions which a community sur-
vey seeks to answer relate to two brogd cate-
gones of concern. First, wha) are the needS and
interests'of the students and community in rela-
tion to vocational ecItictidri'? Aaci second, how
adequ'ate ?re the present vocatinal programs
for meeting those needs'?

Thus, the following three questions are gener-
ally relevant. Are the vocational programs new
being offered in the community adequate with
respect lo student occupational interests'? Are-
the expressed interests and occupational pf'ans
of the,students realistic in terms of the man-
powerneeds of the community'? And, are thd
vocational programs now being offered acle-

*r

1

quate in terms of the manpower needsof the
community'?

The data will need tobe grouped in such a way
as to reveal the present occupational interests
of the students, and the manpower needs of the
community The data will also need to me
groUped to reveal the vocational programs.
which presently exist within the community or
within the schools,

There are four principal factors which need
be taken into aCcount when making recom-
mendatrons from a community survey The first
is econornic'factors wl-irch relate to the problem
of financing vocational programs within the
Comm-Unity. Unless the community le botti able
and willing to finance further vocational pro-
grams, it is useless to recommend them Any
recommendation Should take into considera;
tion the financial resobrces potentially avail-
able.

For example, the community may not'be able to
afford to finance the equipment necessary for
the introduction of a- computer proramming
Course with in the vocational school Therefore,
it may t?e better to recommend the introduction '
of-a cooperative gaining program between the
vocational ttaining institution and an industry
which has facilities available for the training of
senior students,

.Second, there are political factors which need
tobe considered in any'recommendation. Sup-
port of the community and the leaders of the
community is essential fof the development
and -expansion of vocational education pro
grams within vocational institutions Forex-
ample,Jt could be very helpful 16 ,obtain the
suppOrt of the lotal chamberof,Pommeite for
the introduction of a new vocational program in
the school Its installation would certainly be
difficult if they opposed it it
Third, there are educational factorSwhish must
be considered in any recommendations For
example, it is foolish to recommend programs
which will compete with ether vocational pro,

Ii

1
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grams in the community if there are not enough
students to support both. If .the existing pro-

. gram is inadequate, it is better to seek to im-
prove it before recommending the introductron
of a competing program.

Finally, there are jmportant social factors which

. .

must be taken into account. -For--exam
community needs Altay `make it Advisable
emphase the retraining functions of vocational
programs, as well as,the initial training func-
tions of programs, if .ttie community is to sup-
port any expansion in those prograMs. °

/

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should'have covered the same major points as
-the model responses. If you missed some points or have question's about any additiobal points you
made, review the material in the inforrtiation sheet, Organizing the Data from a Community Survey, pp
6-8, or check with your resource person if necessary. .
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Learning Experience
OVERVIEW

Qpiropar
,1/4 Activity

%111
'4E-

IOptional
Activity

11111111110

Aftercompletirig the required reading, dembnstrate ability to analyze data
from a coMmu rvey.

You will be reading the information sheet, Analyzing Data from a Commu-
nity Survey, pp. 14-23.

You may wish to read the supplementary references, Young and Veldman,
Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, pp. 1-102; and Freund,
Modern Elementary Statistics, pp. 1-79.

You may wish to' meet with a mathemati6s teacher or other person with
expertiSe in the computations covered in this learning experience to ,dis:
cuss in greater detail methods for analyzing data from a community survey.

, .

.
, . ,

You will be demopstrating ability to analyze data for a community survey by
completing the Self' Check, pp. 24-28.*

r --

You will be evaluating your competency by comparing your completed
Self-Check with the Model Answers, pp. 29-30.
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Activity

0

For information on methods for analyzing data from a commticity survey,
including coding and summarizing the data, calculating percentages and
frequencies, obtaining averages, assessing variations and differences,
read the following information sleet:

ANALYZING DATA FROM A COMMUNITY SURVEY
There are three primary goals which you should

be seeking to achieve in analyzing the data. These
are

to reduce the mass of data obtained from the
survey to a size which you can understand
and handle
to draw out important Pacts from that data
to present these facts in a way which simply
and clearly arwers the questions ybu were
ex foring in the survey

T achieve these goalS, you will need to develop
sRi Is in calculating suvey data, and constructing
appropriate tables and charts forthe presentation
of the information.

Data from a community survey.may be grouped,
averaged, rounded, summarized, and presented in
any way which appears to tender the findings the
most usable. In 'general, five simple and logical
steps are involved in analyzing the data so that-it is
the most usable. These are (1) coding the informa-
tion, (2) summarizing it through totals, (3) con-
structing frequencies and percentages, (4) obtain-
ing averages, and (5) assessing variations and dif-
fere,n ces.

Not all these steps will be .necessary' in every
survey. The selection of the apprOPriate steps for
any particular survey will depend on the goals of
that survey and the type' of data obtained from it.

:However, eaetrufttWabexe steps will be necessary
in a comprehensive survey, and all of them are
quite simple to undertake with the use of an elec-
tronic calculator with a square root function.

'Coding the Information
"Coding" is the assignment of numbers, letter'

or other symbols to the answers on the question-
naire' Its purpose is to classify the answers of all
the questions into meaningful categories so as td
facilitate the summary of the data. For example,
suppose your questionnaire had included the fol-
lowing statement: "Graduates from the auto
mechanics program as Central. High School are
thoroughly trained for.thet odcupation in indus-
try." You asked your respondents to indicate
whetNir they strongly agreed, agreed, were un-
decided, disagreed, or strongly disagreed,w)th

the statement. It mould be very difficult to convey"
information from that question unless you deter-
mined some way of combining the responses.

One way to' do this is to give a numerical value to
each response and then tqtal them. You may let
strongly agree,equal 5, agree equal 4, etc., and
strongly disagreavqual 1. Then each response to

that question will be given its appropriate numeri-
cal valueif one response "agrees" with ffie ques-
tion it will receive 4, if another response disagrees
it will receive 2, and so on.

Going through all the questionnaires and giving
them relevant numbers, as described above, is the
process of coding. When this has been done, you
can,see that all the_responses to this particular

'-'(westion could, then be added together. If there
were 20 questionnaires and 20 responses. to this
particular question, then you can see that a total of
around 20 would, indicate that nearly every re-
spondent strongly disagreed with the statement.
Whereas if there were a largetOtal, say 90jor more,
it would indicate that most of the resfonaents

' strongly agreed with the statement.

Coding enables you to combine the responses
to the questions so that yo2 can indicate what the
total response to them was. And thisof course, is
the primary purpose of your survey. Usually, you
want to know the community response, not indi-
vidual respons.ei.
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Summarizing the Information
Once you have coded the information from your

survey, the next step is to combine the information
into meaningful totals. The aim of this step is to
reduce the
large mass of
figures re-
sultirkg from

a the survey
A

and your
coding to a
smaller
number,
without los-
ing
nificant orig-
i nal informa-
tion from the
data. Thus,
before you
total your
figures you

SURVEY FIGURES

F

need to have thou ht-a, carefully about the
categories of inform ion which you need from
your survey. It might e helpfu'l for you to consider
the example in Fig e 1. '

You can see frotn Figure 1 that survey figures
can be combined. n many different wags to convey,
agreat deal of i fdtmation. However; it is impor-
tant to remem er that the feWer the totals, the
easier it will be/ or you to reportYour'findings, and
'the easier it wi 1 be for others to understand them. It
,might belinte esting to know some of these smaller
totals (subto als),.'but if they are nQt relevant to the
objectives f your survey, them combine them to
make the I rger totals which you need.

The following is part of the,information received from a survey. Study it and consider how
many totals might be constructed from it to report important findings.

Institution,
, ,

. Number of Emp ogees Per Job

Accountant Mechanic
.:. ,

Secretary Welder' Sates Clerk

Alpha, Inc.
Beta, Inc.
Gamma, Inc.
Delta, Inc. .

City Council ' ,
Bureau of Prisdns
County Governffient

3
6

10
4

.,
10
2

20

6 "
3

20
0

;00'
'. 3-

18'

15
26
10
11

30 -

4
40

2
0

, 15
8
4
0
6

20
30
2 .

,10
0/
0'
8

12

22
,:8
15
38

.-- 10
45

First, you may be interested in the total employment of each institution. So you will add up
the number -of employees across each row. This would enable you.to compare the size of
the payroll of the various institutions.

Secondly, you may want to know the total number of people employed in the various
occupations. You will obtain these figures by adding up each column..This would alloW
you to compare the numbers of people employed in diffetent occupations in the commu-
nity.

Thirdly, you may be interested in comparing types and size of.employment of .private
institutions with the public institutions. To do this, you will need to total the relevant
figures of the first four institutiort, and then those of the last three.

.

Fourthly, you may be interested in comparifig- thelotal numbers employed in the various
categories of employment. You could add the totals from the accountants: secretaries,

' and clerks columns for the total in Business Occupations, the totals from tlfe mechanics
and welders columns for the total in Trade and Industrial Occupations, and the total from
the sales column for the total in cistributive Ocapations. These various categories may
also be reported for each institution or each category of institutions. -

.
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ConstrUcting,Percentages and
Frequencies

Percentages.Of ten we want to show the rela-
tionship between different figures. One of the most
iommon ways to dolhis IS'Ipy percentages. Sim-

- ply, these areobtained by placing the two figures'

FIGURE 2
_

PERCENTAGES

which are being compared into a fraction and mul-
tiplying the fraction by 100, then dividing the top of
the new fraction (the numerator) by the figure 'o'h
the bottom (the denominator). Study the calcula-
tions of percentages and their meanings given in
Figure 2.

, . .

.
, .

Suppose we want to calcurate some percentages from the example given in Figure 1. If we
totatall the columns; we find that the grand total of people employed is 50O. We may want
to report the propoition of accountants in that total. When we add up the accountants
column we get a total of 55. The two figures we want to .compareare the accountants to
the total of employees,so we place the accountants figure (55) over the total of employbas
figiiie (500) and multiply. by 100. °._

, ' .. ,

x 100
500_,

We can see that the 100 iri7the top line will go into the 500 in the bottom line 5 times. This
leaves the following new fraction. .

We now divide 5 (the denominator) into 55 (the numerajor) to get 11. Eleven is the
percentage figure and we can report that 11% of people are accountants.

Again, we may beinterested in reporting what propprtion of the total people employed
-work in public institutions. Ir we total up thelast three rows which give the people
employed in the three public institutions and add these, we obtain a figure of 248. We then
place this over the gra,nd4otal of 500 and multiply by 100. Then wedividethe.numeralor by
the denQminator.

V 49.6
248 x 100

-N
248 = 5 1248.0

, 500. 5 20
48
45
30

30
00

Thus, we find that 49.6 peftent of the employees work in public institutions.

Frequencies.Sometimes we are more .)n-
terested in reporting how many figures fall across
a range of numbers rather than in reporting each
precise figure. For example, if you were reporting
incomes, it would be confusing to report every
person's in,;spme. It would be much more meaning-
ful to report the number, or percehtage, of people

16

r
who recewedincome within various ranges.-This is /
called the' construction of frequencies. If allows
you to considerably reduce your information by ,1
combining identical or similar scores by recOrding,
the number of times they occur within a range'
Study the calculation of frequencies given ifl
ure 3



FIGURE 3

FREQUENCIES

Su1os our survey showed that a group of 25 people received the following incomes:
$3,470 $7,390 $9,000 $10,,480 $14,690
$5,680 $12,980

.., $5,970 $8,210
$7,880 , $9,250

$13,230
$6,001 $13,230

$15,680
$15,210

$8,480
$9,370
$9,680 $16062'

r- $9,990$6,800 $8,690 $13,481 419,230 ,

.,ti could reduce these figures in a number ofdifferent ways by cobstructing.different ic
'-v Zed frequencies. So the thing we must decttle is the size of the interval or range ,

WhiCh we are going to:Use. If the range is too large, the information will become .

meaningless. .

For example, if we took a range of $10,000 and reported howmany of the above received ,
incomes betweeg $0-$10,000 ',Ind how many received incomes between $10,001 and'
$20,000, we would reduce the information to twofigures-15 people in the first range, 10'
people tn the second. HoweVer, that would- nokbe very helpful. Ifpe range is too small, we
end up with too much information which make gur reporting -tpo difficult.If we choose a
range of $2,000, we can reduce the above information in the following way.

Income Range
in Dollars

5,000- 7,000
7,001- 9,000
9,001-11,000

11,001-)t,000
13,001-15,000
15,001-17,000

- Frequency (Nunber in the group)
- 0.:

4

56

1

4
. 3

1

We have reduced the informaton to six figures instead of 25.Notice that we have left out
the two extreme figures. We would include these by reporting that-one,person received
less than $5,000 and one more than $17,000.

As a guide to constructing frequencies, it is help-
ful to note the following general rules.

We seldom use fewer than 6, of more than 15
- classes or groups. The number we choose, Of
course, will depend on the number of obser-
vations we want to group, and ontheir range.
We always choose classes which will accom-
modate all the data. The exception to this rule
is, as shown in our example, when there are
one or two observations which areextreme
cases and fall All away from the rest of the
observations. We generally report these as
being below or above the range of the groups

- which we constructed.
We always make sure that each item goes into
only one class: therefore, we must make cer-
tain that the groups do not overlap. Notice in
the example that we stopped-each grOup
range at $7,000, $9,000; $11,000, etc., and

a

V

I

began the next range at $7,001, $9,001,
$11,001, etc. If, instead, we had made the
ranges. $5,000-$7,000; $7,000-$9,000, etc ,

there would be confusion as to which group
the income of $7,000 belonged in.
Whenever possible, we make the class inter-
vals ofrequal length, that is, we make them
cover equal ranges of values. It is' generally

- desirable to make these ranges (intervals)
multiples of 5, 10, 100, etc., or other numbers
Which are easy to work with. .

There is another type of frequency distribution
which is often used and,can portray information in
a helpful way. This is called a cumulative fre-
quency distribution or cumulative distribution.
TI-listype of distribution can be made-even more
functional bjr adding a "percentage distribution"
to it. Study the Calculations of cumulative frequen-
cies and percentage frequencies given in Figure 4.

17
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FIGURE 4

. CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES

Let us use the income figures from Figure 3. To construct a cumulative frequency, we do

exactly the same as we did to construct the ordinary frequency. That is, we choose our

. class interval and begin to allot observations to these classes or groups, from the group
which contains the lowest numbers in its range to the highest. However, this time for each

frequency we add the frequencies below it.
1

Income Range
in Dollars Frequency

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percentage

Above 17,000 1 . 25 100,

15,001-17,000 3 24 96

13,001-15,000 4 21 84

11,001-13,000 1 17 68 .

9,001-11;000
7,001 9,000

1 5
6

16
11

64
44 ff.

5,001 7,000 4 5 20

Below 6,001 1 1 4

If you study the above table, you will notice that the cumulative frequency column is
obtained by adding up all the frequencies in the frequencypolumn Within and below the
class:or group for which you are obtaining the cumulative frequency. For exar%iple, the
cumulative frequency for the class $9,001$11,000 is obtained by adding up the fre-
quency IV 5 within that class, and thefrequencies 6, 4, and 1 below; 5 + 6 + 4 +1 = 16.

The cumulative percentage is obtained by placing each cumulative frequency number
over'the total-of obsehsations and converting it to a percentage. Thus, the cumulative
percentage for the above claw is obtained by placing the 16 over the total of 25,

multiplying-by 100 and Comp ling the equation.

.

16 x 100 = 16 x = 64% 1
25 i. - 4

Notice.that this time the 25 goes into the 100 four times, leaving4 or the top line to be
multipited by 18 to give us the percentage.

The cumulative categories above tell us how many people fall Within and below the class
we are considering. For example, we are able to say that 16 people, or 64% of our group,

'receive incomes of $11,000 or less. Again, we can say that21 ptople, or 84% of our group,
receive incomes of $15,000 or less. .

L. Another type of frequency distribution which is
`yery important in Survey work is'called a categori-

cal distribution. We construct these in much the
same'way as the frequencies studied. We decide

- how many categories to use and at kind of items
each category is to contain, maldln sure that all of
the items are accommodated and that there are no
ambiguities. Frequently we must also include a
category labeled "others" or "miscellaneous" so
that all observations can be included.

When dealing with categorical distributions we
do not have to worry about glass limits, etc., but we

do have a more serious problem of ambiguity.
Thus, we niust be careful and explicit in defining
what each category is to contain. For example, if
we wanted to classify occupations, it would be
difficult to decide where to put a farm manager
if our table contained (without qualification) the

`categories "farmers" and "managers." For this
reason, it is often advisable to use standard,cate-
gories developed by the Bureau of the Census and
other government agencies. Sample 1 is an ex-
ample of a categorical or qualitative distribution.

f
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SAMPLE 1

'CATEGOICAL'OR-QUALITATIVE DISTRIBUTION

°

, .

,.

,

..
.

' Category
Number of Persons

EMployed

Pilots and copilots
Other flight personnel
Pursers and flight attendants

.
. Meteorologi and dispatchers

Mechanics
Other hangar and-field peisonnel
Office employees
All otherg*

10,112
4,233
8,967
1,968

26,597
34,560
31,645
9,347

Total: 127,429

Obtaining Averages
There are three different figures which we can

roughly call averages These are the mode, the
median, and the mean (or arithmetic mean). They
are also called "measures of location or "mea-
sures of central tendency" or "measures of posi-
tion," because they provide numbers which ifidi-
cate the "center,: "middle,Thr the "most typical"
of 'a set of numbers. We use one of these figures to
describe the characteristics of the total group from
which it came. Therefore, it can be an important
descriptive figure.

NODE
riEDIAN

MEAN'

The Mode.The mode is the easiest of the three
measures to obtain, but it is also most subject to
fluctuation when the values of a few scores are
changed. Simply, it is the value which occurs with
The highestfrequency. If we look back, at theInfor-
thation given in Figure 4, we can se6 that the high-
est number in the frequency column is 6. There-
fore, we can say that $7,001-$9,000 is the modal
range of incomes.

f

Sometimes we get two numbers which have the
same greatest frequen,cy. In this case we have two
modes and the group of numbers are said to be
bi-modal. Looking at the set of figures in Figure 4,
we can see that the incomes group ajound the
mode, but als6 they teneN.gfoup-a ound the
range of $13,001-$15,000. That is, this set of fig-
ures are tending to be bi-modal. C

It is oftenmuch more informative to report that
sort of information tha,n to report the average in
come. The mode may also be the better fiVore to
use to describe the average when a set of figureA
contains very few extreme cases. These extreme
cases will tend to distort the average, but not the
mode.

For instance, suOose we surveyed six firms and
found that four of them employed 3 accounclerks
each, one smaller firm employed only 1 account
clerIcand the other firm, which was much larger,
employed 23 account clerks. We add)hese figures
together to get a total of 36 account clerks em-
plo'yed. If we divide this figure by 6 (representing
the six firms), we could report that the average
number account clerks employed per firm was
6. Howeye -this is obviously very inaccurate in-
formation, for it is at least twice the number of
account clerks employed in five of the six firms.
The one large firm is\ distorting.the figure.

It would be much more indicative of the real
situation if we used t e.mode "3" and 'reported that
typically, firms em loyed 3 account clerks. Our
information is nowquite accurate for four of the six
firms Thus, the mode may be helpful in the follow
ing three situations: (1) when a quick and si e
average iS required, (2) when it is helpful to know
that figures in a tofakare clustering around ,two
quite different locationsthe bi-modal situation,

10
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and (3) when a very small number of fig fires mak-
ing up a total are contributing a disproportionate
amount to that total.

The Median.Another average which can be
used when an extreme value in a set of scores will
have a pronounced effect on the mean is called the

4 median. This is the value of the mrddle item (or the
mean of the values of the two middle items) when
thedata are arranged in an increasing or decreas-
ing order of magnitude Another way cf looking at
it is that it is the point on a scale below which 50
percent of the cases fall. If we have an odd number
of items, there is always a middle item whose value
is the median.

it
For example, the median of the five numbert 5,

10, 2, 7, and 8 is 7, as can easily be verified by first
arranging. the numbers according to size/ Again,
the median of the nine numbers 3, 5, 6, 9, 9, 10, 12,
and 13 is 9. If, on the other hand, we have an even
number of items, there is never a middle item, and

a ,

tt

so the median is the average of the go middle
items. For instance,, the median of the six numbers'
3, 6, 8, 10, 13, and 1'5 is 8 + 10 divided by 2, which
equals 9. It is 'halfway between the two middle

I" values.

The Mean.The mean is the most commo
measure of central tendency, and is by far the most
useful. It is sometimes called the "arithmetic
mean" and is the figure which we Most commonly ..

call the.' average." It is simply calculated by divid=
ing a to/al by the numbtr of items which went into
the total. For.example, to get the mean of the
following numbers, 4 9, 4 7, 5 1, 5 6, we first add
them together to obtain the.total, 4.9 + 4.7 + 5.1 +
5 6 = 20.3. Theo we divide this total by 4 becau4e

ere were four 'terns which we added together to
g t the total This gives us a mean of 5.075.

Study the calculations of obtaining the mean for
frequency distribution given in Figure 5 A.

.

4
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FIGURE 5

MEAN OF A fREQUENrCY DISTRIBUTIQN

.15

-Q
We -can only obtaiNn approximate figure for the mea f a frequend/ distribution,
because we have lost the exact srigirial figures in the class nterval Let us considerthe-
incoThe example from Figure 4.-

Inciome'Range Class Mark
in Dollars in Dollars -

Above 1-,00c.) 19,230.00'
15,001-17,000 16,000.50 i
13,001-15,000 14,000.50
11,001-13,000 12,060.50
9,001-11,000 10,000.50 ,
7,001- 9,000 8,000.50, _
5,001- 7,000 6,000.50
lilelow 5,001 3,470.00

-. i

4

Fjequen y

1

3

Products
in,Doildrs

19,230;00
48,001.50

4 0° 5.6,002:00'
. 1

',
12,000.,5a

5 50,002.50
6 1 48,003.00
4 ".' 24,602.00
1 c 3170.00

'TOtal: $260,711.50
. , .

The first step is to obtain the plass mark. This is the midpoint oqf the class interval. For
example $16,000.50 isthe midpoint of the class interval $15,P01-$17,0d0, This is easily
obtained by adding the two figures together in the class intervatt Jdividing by 2. (15,00
+ 17,000 ----32,001, 32,001 divided by 2 = 16,000.50.) Then you mul (ply each class mark by
the freqUency to obtain the products column. i?

Notice we had to go back to the original data in,Figure 3 to obtain the two,e4trage
figures. We then add up'the products column to get the total. This total we will divide by
the total of the frequency column, 25, to get a mean Of $10,428.46.1t is interesting to note
that if we had totaled the separate figures given in Figure-3 from which we constructed the
frequency distribution and obtained the mean from that total, weyvould'have obtained a
mean of 10,437.66. This figure is very cloak!? the figure we have obtained from the,
frequency distribution.

we now study the original set of figures given
in Figure 3, we can compare each of thefigures of
central, tendency from these scores The mode
the most frequently occurring scoreis $13,230, it
is the only score to occur mere than once. The
medianthe midmost scoreis the 13th stgre,
$9,370. The meanthe total of all the scores di-
vided by the number of scoresis $10,437 36 In
this case ;-if we lo at the frequency distribution of
these scores g en in Fi ure 4, we are probably
giving a more aactgate pr ture of the sort of
come which the majority of people are enjoying if
we report the median, the lowest of the three
scores in this partidular case As w,e stated above,
the median is leasaffected by extreme scores

However, if weconsider the frequency distribu-
tion of these spores given in Figure 5, we see that
the interval with the highest frequencythe modals
rangeis $7,001-$9,000 If we take the class mark
of this interval as the mode, we can see.that this
4ives a more accurate picture of the type of income
which the majority of the group enjoys, forsorne16
of the 25 cluster around this figure

VariationsAssessing Variations and Differences
AnimportarV chthicteristic of most sets of data

is that the val4s arp,genrally not all alike. Thus,
while it is im-
portant to '/
deteemine a
score which

( pr

is the most
cha7racteristic
score as we
have done in
studying the
mode, m
dian, a
mean, it is
clear that
such a score does not completely describe a set of
datalt is riot only helpful fo know the most charac-
teristic score, but also to kn1/41,how individual
scores differ from that score=that s, how the indi-
vidual scores vary. For example, if we compare the
following two sets of figures, we find hat they have
a similartotall-30 and`p similar mean-6. How-

222
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ever, we can see that there is much greater varia- which the rates vary or-differ from the mean. This
tion among the scores in the second set than in the figure is called the standard deviation.
first.

(a) 5 , 6,6, 7 #Deviation.The
Standard

(b) , 2, 8, 9, 10 standard
If they represented the hourly rates of two different deviation is a
groups of workers, we can see that the differences- figure which
among the figures would tell us a great deal-about is really tell-
spread of skills in the two groups. In the first, the ing us the
rates are fairly equal. In the second claSs_three average
peiwearn high hourly rates while tyc earn very amount
Jow rates. Reporting the total and the tean,would which the
not reveal this difference among thd ratestheir numbersin a
spread..The two most common figures.used to give total differ
an indication of variability among scores are called from the
(a) the range, and (b) the standard deviation.. mean. PM. \

ifle, N
Range. The range is simply the difference be- example,

tweeh the values of the largest and smallest scores we take the

in a distribution. It is the easiest measure of varia-
hourly rates given previously, we can Subtract the

bility to obtain, but like /he mode, it isthe least mean, 6, ,from each one to obtain the amount

stable. Nevertheless, it often can give every helpful which each of the scores differs from that mean.

indication of the spread ofjscores. , Taking the second group we get the following
scores of difference, -5, -4, 2, 3, 4. You will notice

Taking our example above, we sujtractthe low- that if you add these figures up you °Waif) zero,
est rate in the first group, which Is 5, from the which is always the case -when you add up devia-
highest rate, 7, to obtain a range of 2. In the second tion scores from a mean.
group we subtract the loWest rate, 1, from the To overcome this prolllem we square the devia-highest rate, 10, to get a range of 9. These two
figuresiould immediately give us an idea of the tion scores (i.e., multiply the nuqiber by itself)

removes the negative sign i and then add
spread of rates in the two different groups, even which

though the means are the same.
them togethdr (25 + 16 + 4 + 9,+ 16 = 70). Then,

` we dividethat total by the number which went into
However, the problem with this measure of it, in this case 5, to get the average amount. This

range is that we do not know whether one rate is gives us 14. Then, as we squared, the scores to
distorting the range. What we are really interested remove the negative signs we mustfinish by taking
in when we are considering the variability of rates the square root.'
is whether most of the rates are tending to bunch. You can most easy find the square root of a
closely around the most characteristic ratethe number by using an electronic calculator that has
meanand, therefore, are really very-similar-to the a Au are root function. Alternatively, you will find
mean. Or, are most of the rates tending to spread square root table1 in most statistics textbooks. The
well away from the mean? This type of informatie41---4quare root of 14 is 3.74, which is the Standard
tells us juSt how representative-a figure the mean deviation of the second group of hourly rates. If
really is. . you do the same for the first group, you will get a

This is very important when we remember that' standard' deviation of 0.63 You can see pow
often we will only be .reporting means from the greatly these two deviation sCores differ and,
hourly rates we have obtained in .our survey data. It therefore, h oW %Loh it tells us about/he spread of4
is obvious, therefore, that a helpful figure of varia- scores in the tvk different groups For an easier
bility would be a figure which tells us the way in way of calculating the standard deviation, study

Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6

STANDARD DEVIATION

a

-t

It is often a laborious task to subtract the mean from every score to obtain the Standard
deviation A simpler method is given below

Totals:

Scores Scores Squared

1 1

2 4
8 64
a, 81

10 12)
30 250

Notice we are using the hourly-rates given previously 'The following are the important
steps

1 Square each of the scores (these are given in the scores column)

2 -Obtain The total of the scores and also of the squared scores

3 Take the total oilhe scores, square it and divide by the number that went into ttie'total
The total of scores in this case is 30, we square this, giving us 900 We divide by the
number of scores which went into making the total of 30, namely 5 900 divided by 5
ecillals 180'

4 We subtract this figure from the total of squared scores, 250 180 = 70

5 We divide thie.figure again.by the number of scores in our original total, 5 70 divided by
5 = 14

6; ,Finally, we take the square root of this figure The square rciolof 14 is 374, which is the
standard deviation

Notice that in this method we have obtained the same figure as we did above when we
dealt with deviation scores The advantgge.of this method is that you'can obtain the
standard deviation from your original scores without having to obtain new scores by
subtracting the mean

Optional ,-
Activity 4F.

\

The material given in the information sheet is very-basic and simple. You
may wish to supplement your uNderstanqin4pf the skills necessary for
analyzing data from a community survey by studying the relevant chapters
in any introductory textbook on statistics The following are two examples

Young and Veldman,:Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral Sci-
ences: pp 17-102
Freund, Modern Elementary Statistics, pp 1-79

You may wish to arrange through your ,re ource person to meet with a
Optional mathematics teacher or other person skill0 in the computations covered
Activity in this learning experience to discuss in greater detail methods for analyz,-)

1110
ing data from a comm7nity survey

2,1
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The following items check your comprehension of the material in the
4,nformation sheet, Analyzing Data from.? Community Survey, pp. 14-23.,
Read the directions for each item carefully, and make sure you respond to
all parts of each item

SELF-CHECK
1. If hospital bills are grouped into a frequency tablewith the classes $5Q00$99 99$100 00$149 99,

$150.00$199.99, $200.00;S249.99, $250.00$299.99, and $300 00 ormore, decide for each of the
following quantities wpether it can be determined on the bpsis of this distribution

a. How many of thebills amounted to less than $150.00?
b. How many of the bills amounted to $150.00 or less?
c Hbw many of the bills amounted to more than $200.00?
d How many of the bills amounted to $200.00 or more?
e.. How many of the bill's amounted to $500 00 or. more?'
f Hoir many-of the bills amounted to less than $175.00?

25

24
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4C mmuntly survey yielded the following figures for the weekly wages of -.employees within a .2\4rt)
icular, firm. Construct a fres1<ncy distribution of the scores Include within ,it a cumulative

frequency column and aiSo a cumulative percentage column. Also obtain the mean, Median, and .
mode.

85
61

ila :

95
42
91

.

72
41 1

96

A. .
. 30

88
51

94 62 Y2 69
76 128 38 107
51 77 63 '72

63 110 . 50 57
)116 83 70 . A 64

4Q. 49 ' 85 .- 75
81 75 . 97 57
23 48 . '98. 67'
58 108 --45 103
82 77 82 94

1' 79 * * 50 '-,_ 94 55
-96 65 69 80 i,

. 68 93 70' .73 Vo'
73 87 . 53 .44
93 69 61 78
74 . a ., - .27 152 89 .
69 86 56 - ,

A

26
25 .
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3. Find the mean of the folkiyving number of clerks which 30 different firms e loyed: 63, 70, 55, 58, 67,
60, 92, 44, 63,,75, 82, 54, 69, 78, 81, 85, 33, 76, 64, 48, 75, 5,7, 41, 98,, 62, 73, 52, 66, 81, 65:

sok

4. An elevator is designed to carry a maximum load of 3,500 pounds. If it is loaded with 20 passengers
having a 'mean weight of 156 pounds, is there any danger that it might be overloaded?

5. Express the 1971 prices as a percentage of the 1961 prices of the following list of commodities in
cents per pciund.

1961 1971
Round Steak . 93 6 103 6
Chuck roast ) 61.6 59.4

*---------fiamburger 56.6 51.2
Bacon, sliced 63.7 71 2
Lamb, leg 74.4 . 92 6
Romp steak 94.8 144 3

I 4
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6.4The following are the number of employees in different oc pations within a firm. Calculate the
range, mean, median, and mode: 39, 55, 46, 38, 41, 40, 33, 49, 2, 37, 49, 44, 51,,48, 44.N.. ,...

... (
-,

-,...........-

"

,

7, Each of 12 women taking part in a drive to raise money for an addition to the community hospital was
assibned a certain quota, anti the following are the percentages of their respectivequotas which they
actually collected: 94, 110, 80, 98, 95: 108, 101, 460, 75, 105, 110, 85. Calculate the median and the
mean of these percentages, and indicate which of these measures is a better indication of the.
"average" pe-rformance of these 12 women. Why.2 ',`

_
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8. 'Find the mean and standard deviation for the following sets

.b.""

;-.

a. 23, 46, 33, 48, 12, 19; 33.
b. 101, 108, 1-14, 146, 127, 132

_ .

.,.

Vv.
-.110....,,

r

figures.

1

r

k
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Compare your written respopses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given below. Your responses should duplicate the model responses.

MODEL ANSWERS
1. a. can 'determine how many -` bi Is

nted to less than $150.00 by adding p
the frequencies in the classes below. You
can do this because $150.00 begins a new
class. Therefore, all the frequencies below it
will be less than $150.00.

b. No, yob canriot determine how many ofthe
bills amounted to $150.00 or less because
you cannot determine how many bills were
exactly $150.00. these would be included
in the class which ranges from $150.001
$199.99. If you took the frequency from this
class, you would be including bills which
were above $150.00 and below $200.00

c. No, you could not determine how many of
the bills amounted to more than $200.D0 be-
cause the frequency in the class $200.09-
$249.99 also includes the bills which came

st $200.00, which are not more than
$200.0

d. Yes,a you can determine how many bills
amounted. to $200.00 or more by adding
up the frequencies in the class.$200.00-
$249 99 and the frequencies in the classes
above it.

e. No, you cannot determine how, many of the
bills amounted to $500,00 or mo because
the highest class includes $300.00 r more.

f. You cannot really determine how any of
the bills ,,mounted to less than $ 75.00.
However, as this is the midpoint of the lass
$150.00-$199.99, as a rough estimat you
could halve the frequency of this ss.and
add it to the frequencies of the classes below.

2. If you are going to obtain the media t an3, etTftpde--17".
you'need to place the figures in ascending or
decending order. Thus, we can rear ange the ,
figures in the following way.

41 63 7T 94
42 64 77 95
44 65 78 96
45 67 79 L 96
48 68 , 80 97
49 69 81 98
50 ca 82 103
50 69 -82 107
51 69

'N
83 108

51 70 85 110
53 70 85 414
55 7? 86 116
56 72 , 87 128
57 72 , 88 152

The median (the midmosit point) falls between
the 40th and 41st figure, which is 72.5.

The mode (the most frequently occurring fig-
ure) is 69. It occurs four times while any other
figure occurs at the, most oyy three times.,

The mean (addingell thetigures and dividing by
80) is.

.
5860 80 = 73.25

, If we select an interval of 10 for the frequency
distribution, this will give us' 14 groups. We can
then construct the following table:

23 57 78 89
25 58 73 91

27 61 74 93
30 61 75 93
38 62 75 94
40 63 76 94

Weekly Wages Frequency
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percentage

20-29 3 3 3 75
30-39 2 '5 6.25
40-49 7 12 15 00
50-59 10 22. 27 50-_
60-69 13 35 43 75
70-79 15 50 62.50
80,-89 11 61 76 25
90-99 11 72 90,00

100-109 3 75 93 75
11'0-119 3 78 97 50
1.20-129 1 79 98.75
130-139 0 79 98 75
140-149 0 79 98 75
150 -159 1 80 100 op

Note that in the above y u would prcibably
port the last figureas 150 nd above.

3. The total number of cl ks employed is 1987.
The mean is obtained by dividing this figure'by

re-

29 3 0
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30-Which gives 66.23. Obviously, it would be
reported that the mean number of clerks em-
ployed is 66.

4. To find the total weight of people in the elevator,
we multiply the mean weight of 156 pounds by
the number of passengers, 20, which gives 'a
total weight of 3120 pounds. This is well below
the maximum load of 3,500 pounds, so the
elevator is not overloaded.

5. To express the 1971 prices as a percentage of
the 1961 prices, we place the 1971 prices over
the 1961 prices as a fraction and multiply by
100. This gives the following percentages.

Round steak
Chuck roast
Hamburger
Bacon, sliced
Lamb, leg
Rump steak .

4

Total this column also. You will then have the
following two columns and totals:

The Scorei
The Scores Squared

12 ( 144
19 361
23 529
33 1089
33 1089
46 2116
48* 2304

214 7632

1961

93.6

56.6
63.7
7.4.4
94.8

1971

103.6
59.4
51.2
71 2
92.6

144.3

Percentage

110.68
96.43
90.46

111 77
124.46
152.22

Now take the total of the original scores and
square it

= (214)2 = 45796

Divide this figure by the number of scores

6. The'.first thing we must clq is place the figures in
asceniling or descending order.

'33, 37, 38, 39, 40; 41, 42, 44, 44, 46, 48, 49, 49, 51,
55

The range is 33:55, which is a range of 22. The
Median is 44., There are two modes, 44 and 49.
The mean is 656 divided by 15 which equals

743.73.

. To obtain the media , we must first place the
percentages in as'ce ding or descending order:
The figures then become:

.75, 80; 85, 94, 95, 96, 101, 105,108, 110, 11b, 460

There being an even number of figures, the
median will be the midpoint between the 6th
and 7th figures-98 and 101 which is 99.5.

The mean is the total divided by 12, which is
126.75. Obviously, the median is abetter indica-
tion of average inihis case because the mean is
being distorted by the one very large figure-
460.

8. a. To find the standard deviation, first take the
scores and placethem in a column and total
them.

Next to this column make another.column of
figures consisting of each of the' scores
squared.

= '45756 6542.28
7

Now subtract this figure from the total of the.
scores squared:

= 7632 6542.28 4F 1089.72

.Now divide this figure again by the number
of scores:

1089.72 ,= 155.67,

Now take the square root of this figure:

V155.67 = 12.48 = the standard devia-
tibn

: sq

To find the mean, take the total of the scores
and divide it by the numb of scores.

214= 7 = 30.57 = Mean

b. If you follow the above steps again for this
set of figures, you will obtain at standard
deviation of 15.27 and a mean of 121.13.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should gave exactly duplicated the model
responses. It any of your answers are incorrect, review the material in the information sheet, Analyzing.
Data from a Community Survey,. pp. 14 -23, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience III
OVERVIEW

IOptional

k'Activity
%1I10

After completing the required reading, demonstrate ability to present
community survey data using appropriate tables and graphs.

C

You Will be reading the infOrmation sheet, Presenting Pata Through Tables'
.

and Graphs, pp. 32-41. . /
1 .0

0

h. i`You may Wishlo meet with a grap los teacher, or another person skilled in
the graphic and pictorial presentation of information, to discuss in greater
detail methods for presenting the data from a community survey.

You will be demonstrating ability to sresent community survey data using
appropriate.tables and graphs by completing the Self-Check, pp. 42-44.

You will be evaluating your competency by comparing your completed
Self-Check with the Model Answers, pp. 45-47.

/

1/ '4
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Activity For information on the presentation of community survey data through the
construction of appropriate tables and graphs, read the following informa-
tion sheet:

PRESENTING DATA THROUGH TABLES AND: GRAPHS

Tables .

Once you.have analyzed the data and drawn out
from it all its significant facts, you then need to
present these facts in the most_clear, concise
mariner. In so doing, you must remember that
those who will be reading and interpreting your
report will not be familiar with the rAt data and will
not have your insights into the significance of the
data. They were not involved in analyzing the data
and, thus, will not have formulated a total picture
of the facts. The challenge to you in presenting the
results of.your analysis is to convey its full meaning
and significance without presenting so much de-
tail as to confuse or bore your audience. The pri-
mary method of doing this is through constructing
tables and graphs.

Captions for Tables -

A statistical table is an array of figures, each one
of which is interpreted by its particular row and
olumn titles. The rows are the set of figui'es

, anged horizontally; the columns are the set of
figures ranged vertically. Thus, there are thret
sources of information in a table which explain
each of the figures. These are (1) the title (or cap-
tion) Of the table, (2) the heading for each column,
and (3) thp-treadind for each row. The'value of the
table, therefore,depends heavily on hoW well you
have named the table, its columns, and rows.

Many tables, especially those containing such
descriptive statistics as means and standard devia-.
tions, are captioned by first statirtg what the par-
ticular figbres within it represent (e.g., numbers
employed, salary levels, school dropouts) Then'
the information giv_eo in the rows is named, fol-
lowed by the information in.the columns. Suppose
we constructed a table of figures displaying num-
beis employe* various occupations within dif-
ferent industries. If we head the rows by occupa-
tions and the columns by industries, we would
caption the table, "Employment by Occupation
and Industry." An example of such &table is shciwn
in Sample 2.

Or, suppose we constructed a table displaying
the average salary paid within various'occupations
and within different employing institutions. If we
again headed the rows by occupational titles and
the columns .by different employing institutions,
then we would caption-the table by first stating
what.,the particular-figures areaverage salaries
("mean salaries")then stating what information
is given in the rows, followed by what information
is given in the columns. The table would, therefore,
be captioned "Mean Salary Levels by Occupation
and Employing Institution."

Construction of Tables
You will notice That the last row and colurtin in

the table give the totals of the respective rows'and
columns. The grand total is obtained by.summing
(adding) either of the total figures, from the total
column or the total row. This is often an important
piece of information to include in this way

Both the rows and column may be subdivided so
as to include further significant information.. For
example, in the table we may have considered the
employment figures within-the diffei'ent industries
at two different times, say November 1973arld
November 1977. We may also have wished to make
the 1977 figure a percentage of the 1973 figure to
indtcate the degree to which employment has in-
creased or decreased over time. To do this, we

32 3 3



SAMPLE 2

EMPLOYMENT 3Y OCCUPATION AND INDUSTRY
WITHIN WIE JONESVILLE AREA,
NOVEMBER 1977

Industries

Occupations

t I

t .

Profitsional
, Semi-professional

Managerial
Clerical

Sales
Skilled.

- Semi-skilled
Unskilled

' Total

426
386
350
720
482
927

1217

52 -

43
,58

6 .

26
248
124

28
r22

31 .
74
68
49
96

74

22
34.
38

102
95
83

127
79,

5264 691 442 580

510
494
462
954
651

1185
1688
1033

6977

would subdivide each column into three to include
the relevant figures. We would also indicate this
additional informaticin In the title of the tattle. So
the table would look likethe one show_runample
3.

If tables are to ser9 salisfactorily the pucpbse
for which they are made, they not only must be
accurately compiled but must be so arranged that
they can be easily read and interpreted. The follow-
ing points are helpful guideS to achieving this goal.

Ideally, a table should follow immediately after
it is first mentioned in the text HoWever, if the
tableis a page or less in length,'it is important
to see that the table is presented in one piece.
Therefore, you may need to continue your text
to the end of the gage and present your table

. at theitop of the next page.
Wide tables may be placed broadside oh a
page-. The table nUtber and heading of thp
table should be at the binding side of the
page.
Long tables may be continued from page to
page. The table number and heading is typed
at the beginning of the table, with only th
table number on succeeding pages:

.

In a long column of figures, zero preceding a
decimal may be omitted front all entries ex-
cilipt the first and last. Dollar,signs, etc., must
be repeated at the top of each column and
after every break' ,of the column. If all the
figures are in thodsands or in millions, space
may be saved by omitting the relevant zeroes
in the columns and noting this fact at the end
of the heading of the table, for example, "Fig-
ures in Millions."
Align all columns of figures by the decimal
points. Abbreviations and symbols are legiti-
mate space-saving devices in box,. headkigs
and in the main body ef tables, but not in the
headings (or captions) of the tables.
Put all footnotes to tables immediately below
the tables, not at the foot of the page with
footnotes to the text.
Tables that have only two.columns should be
reft completely unruled. In general, all tables
of more than two columns should be ruled
throughout. In a table continued from page to
page, the bottetn rule'should be omitted on all
pages dxcept the last.



SAMPLE 3

0

COMPARATIVE EMi",LOYNIEIVT OVER TIME BY.'
-OCCUPATION AND INDUSTRY WITHIN, .,

THE JONESVILLE AREA, NOVEMBpi 1973
' AND NOVEMBER 1977

,

IIndustries .\

." \ v Manufacturing
. Employment

Construction
Employment

to

E
N aess!'
loyment

Retail ,

Employment

Occupations 1973 1977 % 1973 1977 % 197 1977 % 1973 1977 %

Professional 364 426 117 40 34 85 35 80 25 s 22 88

Semi-professional 351 386 110 59 52 88 20 22 110 39 34 87

Managerial- 350 350 100 50 43 As 26 31 119 47. -S8 8.1

Clerical 692 720? 114 57 -58 102 68 7 109 '105 102 , 97

Sales i 402 482 120 6 6 100 54 68 126 98 95 97

Graphs

. Graphs, andior charts, are the shorthand of
statistics. They are a most effective way of convert-
ing masses pf data to a form that facilitates rapid
comprehension and interpretation. Statistical in-
formation presented graphically has the great ad-
vantage over tables of being-more easily under-
stood and remembered than the same data in tabu-
lar form. This applies particularly to interrelated
factors, .which in the graph appear as part of an
integrated whole, while in the table they appear as
unconnected details.

There are live different types of graphs which
you may use with good effect in reporting the re-
sults of a community survey. These are (1) curve
graphs; (2) bar graphs, (3) column4Farpris, (4) cir-
cle graphs, and (5) pictographs. Each of these are
very simple to construct but have different func-'
tions and relafe to different types of statistical in-
formation. You need to know b th haw to con-
struct. them, and also which pa ticular graph is
most appropriate for the present tion of specific
pieces of information.

Curve Graphs
Curve graphs are sometimes', called "line

graphs" and are probably the most c mmon form

of graphic presentation. They are generally used
for portraying trends, movements, and directions
of change They are not as good as other types of
graphs or-charts for showing comparisons of size
or amount Inclucled within these graphs are tnose
which portray iniormation from frequency dis-
tributions called "frequency polygons," and those
which portray information from _cumulative fre-
quency distributions. ThAp areyed "ogives."

Simply, the,line graph consists of three ele-
ments. They are

a horizontal line (often called the x-axis, base
line, or abscissa) on which one set of data are
plotted from lowest to highest values.rnoftg
right along fkie line
a vertical line (often called the y-axis, or ordi-
nate) meeting the left end of the base line and
containing another set of Telated data plotted
from the lowest to the highest values moving
up thewline
a line or graph joining,points together which
have'been determined by their relationship to
the information on the x- and y-axes

If, for example, we wanted to display the onangeT`
in hourly wage rates over time, the curve gra h
Would be an idepl methOd of prbsentation er-

35.
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ally, we would plot the time information, on the,
base line and the wage-rate information on the,
vertical axis. An example is shdwn in Sample 4

To draw a frequency polygon we do exactly the
same as above. We plot the frequency on the y-axisk
and the other relevant information on the x-axis.
This is the same procedure as for a cumulative
frequency.

Remember that the shape of your graph is af-
fected by the scale of 10., mbers which you select fo,r
each -axis. A goad rule is to use up the graph space
well without exaggerating the information on
either of the axes. A rule of thumb which may be
helpful in establishing a well-proportioned graph
is to have the long side ofthe graph one and a half
times the length of the short side. Then, chdose a"
scale-which will allow you to use up the whole of
the graph space (often called the "grid. ") Scales
which show amounts (the y-axis on the curve
,graph in Sample 2) should generally be in even
numbers or in multiples, of five or ten.

It is quite possible to plot more than one graphin
the same space. This is an excellent way of show-
ing comparisons. For example, We may have plot- ,

ted the hourly wage rates of clerks over the same
time.' If this is done, each graph must be clearly
labeled. It may help if one is drawn as a broken line
and the other as an unbroken line. ft

35

Bar Graphs_,

The bar graph as used here efers b horizontal-
bar graphs. It is _orie of the' st f equently em-
ployed graphic presentations nd/has many ad-
vantages. it is readily understo d4even by those
unaccustomed to reading graph When the prob-
lem is one of comparing a large mber of items, it
is the only form that can be use& effectively. It is,
alscr siniple and 'easy to make.

One of the great advantages of the bar graph is
that different portions of the bar can, be shaded in
different patterns to represent yarious compo-
nents of the total information. Thu's, not only do the
two axes portray information, but so do the com-
parativelengths of the bars and the different shad-
ings. Sample 5 shows an example of a typical bar
graph. You will note how much more striking the
visual comparisons in the bargraph are than in a
table. /

There are various modifications of the bar graph
which iou maA choose according to the particular
information yo wish to convey, and in how much
detail. For example, you may include the exact
figures within each of the boxes rather than have a
scale aleng the top. You may place t
end of each bar. You.May place
barwiihin the bar to savesp

at the
e or each

e. Whatever the
modifications, the principles construction are
the same. The bar graph is a striking visa al por-
trayal of'comparisons.

I
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SAMPLE 4

tURVE GRAPH

Se

The following set of figures are tile-hourly wage rates for rfijirses from 1968 to 1975.

Wage

)4,$i.491.

Year

1968

4_,
,.

---. 0. 1969

--7-:------_, :-.--------------
2.30 . 1970 ..

2.90

7

,
,

r loa

1968 1969 , 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

36 :3 7
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N43,1VIPLE 5

i3AF1 GRAPH
4

Clerical.

-*professional

, .

Sales.

0 7 100 200 300. 400
..

500 600 700 800 960, 1000

...

"
:........-::::NNENENENewl.. .:: ::::.:,Nowessaammi-'...;1

'.*:Nsemossomai'''.*:::Nossesmaini

MN IIIIIIIIIM OS I ; \
.Ill ,

.

4

Professional
. ::.

Manager

.
Skilled

s.

0

4# i(EY.

Manufacturing

Wholesale

Retail

Employment by Occupation and Industry in Jonesville, November 1976.

Column Graphs
Column' graphs are bar graphs arranged verti-

cally. Their moat frequent use is for picturing com-
parisons of similar components at different times.
Bar graphs are generally employed to compare
different components at the same time. The col-
umn design is particularly effective for the presen-

,

teflon of series'which comprise a small number. of
'time periods with few subdivisions of value,

The column graph is not well suited for compari-
ensof several time series nor for those which

cov-er an extended period of time and have many
Whitings They are more difficult to design than bar
grapes because of 'the difficulty in labeling seg-

.
mented columns.

cr
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The most common column graph is called a
"histogram." A histogram is a rectangular.repre-
sentation of the inforMation given in a frequency
table. Yoi.i remember that in this table we grouped
data together into intervals or classes, and re-
corded how many figures fell into each class,e
frequency. In constructing a histogram, the groups

SAMPLE 6

FilSTOGRAM,OF INCOMES

or class sizes are recorded on the base line, and
the "numbers Mthiri the groupsthe, frequen-
ciesare recorded on the vertical pxi"s.

The graph, then, becomes a series of re.ctangre
butting up against each other. It is constructed by
drawing vertical lines from the lowest and highest
values in the particular clgs (the class limits) to
the relevant frequency level. To avoid a mass of
figures on the base line, we -often give only the
midpoint of each class, as is shown in the example
of a histogram in Sample 6 (constructed from the
frequency'tablegiven.on p. 17 of Learning Experi-
ence II).. a

A few points need to be watched.in the construc-
tion of histograms. First, it must be remembered

\that this kind of graph cannot be used with open'
classes. (These arECasses which state that a cer-
tain number of figures fall above or below a figure

. rather than within a boundary of two figures.) Sec-
ondly, it should be noted that the picture preented
by a histogram can be very misleading if a distribu- .
tion has unequal classes and no suitableApljust-
ments are made. 44"

5

1

4 6-

I

j',.

8 10 12

INCOMES (In thousands)

38 30

14 16 18
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Circle Graphs a

One use 9f circle graphs is in road maps to show
the comparative sizes of cities While such a use
may be quite effective, it is rather difficult to con-
struct circles which have the right comparative
sizes It is much easier to show comparisons by
liaqs, bale, or columns, and visually it is easier to
see the comparative size relationship between two
bats or two columns than between two circles

Perhaps the'most common circlmraph, and the'
mosteffeotive, is what is called a pie' graph (or,
chart) This is a circle which is divideb into 'seg-
ments td represent different components of, the
whole It is quite effective when the comparisons
are gross and few in number However, it is less
effective than bar and column designs for accurate
reading and interpretation, partularly if the series
contains a considerable numbr of componerlts,
or if the difference between the components is
slight

Pie graphs are probably most effectively used in
displaying comparative percentages wha the
total circle represents one hundred percent-Since

there are 360 degres in a circle, the percentagof
'the.circle to be shown as a cut of the pie is equal
tofkhe percent of 360 Thus, 50 percent would be
shown as 180 degrees, 25 percent as 90 degrees,
10 percent s 36 degrees, etc An example is
shown in Sample 7

The general rule for (Pinstructing pie graphs is to
begin at the vertical I ne from the center of the
circJa to the -upper part representing 12 o clock
and% mark off to the right the largest sector. Then
the arrangement of sectors is clockwise in order of
size You will note that this is what was done in
Sample 7 for, the 1968 graph, the 1975 graph was
thenThlrawn in the same sequence as the 1968
graph so as to facilitate comparisons.

r
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SAMPLE 7

PIE GRAPH.
e

ei

Home Economics

Trade & Industrial
WEINNNW

MOINM

Distributive

Agriculture

Pictograph
A pictograph (or ,pictool graph) iq the pictorial

presentation of information b9 figures (pictures)
and symbols which represent the material being
displayed. Each qionqty is indicated by the
number of symbolic figures, rather than by the size
oi,a single figure. These are well suited for illustra:
Dons in newspapers and magazines, for any type of
audience requiring novelty in form of p'resentation,
and for attracting attention and interest. The
numl5er of ways in which disthbutions (and other
statistical data) can be displayed pictorially is al-
most unlimited. An example of a pictograph is
given in Samples&

\Th

1968

Students in vocational programs at Smithville High School

40

hatever types of graphs you decide to use in
our report, it is invortantthat they be, well raw

and attractive. The graphs must be constricted
using drawing instruments, not done fre:, .1 e A
T-square, triangle, protractor, compass, an. tem-,
plates will be needed If you are not competent in
drawing, you may be able to obtain the help of a b

graphics teacher, graphic artist, or media spe-
cialist in your institution. If at all possible, the letter-
ing on the graphs should be done by a typesetting
machine or electric typewriter.

4 1
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SAMPLE 8

,PICTOGRAPH.

I

Optional
kActivity

NUMBER CIF'EmpLoyEEs

.-1ET.EN'tttfttittff

fi47;L:,01101Stiftillt

StIttlIfti

fttttftt

CLERICAL

ALL OTHER

EACH SYMBOL REPRESENTS 1000 EMPLOYEES

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

Typical distribution of employees in a large telephone company.

a

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to meet with a
graphics teacher, or another person skilled in the graphic'and pictorial
presentation of information, to discuss in greater detail the*ethods ford'
presenting the data from a community survey.

42
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The following items check your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Presenting Data Through Tables and Graphs, pp. 32-41.
Read the directions for each item carefully, and complete the exercises.

SELF-CHECK
1. Draw a histogram which suitably presents'the data in the frequency table in item 2 on p. 28.

..

,

C

e,

.,

0 6

2. Draw a bar graph of the comparative prices given in item 5 on-p. 26.

/
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3. Draw a pie graph showing comparisons of the following percentages.

S

/
s

0

Occupelion

Professional
Semi-professional
Skilled
Unskilled

Percentages
1968 1974

19 24
25 30
35 20
21 16

I
.

:

...

-.(

i

7 ' .

-,

-).

5 ____i 4 4'

.43 -
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. 4. Draw' a curve graph of the following information.

DistributiVe,pnd trade and indusqial occupational employment as a percentage of total emploltneht
over time in the Smithville area. \---x .

Occupation .... Time_ . '

. 1968 1974 1975, 1976 1977

Distributive 25 27 27 32 38

(Th-,,Trade and Industrial 38 42 44 43 39
A

4

.

4,)

44
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Compare your vtritten responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given beloW. Your tables and graphs should cy match the model
responses.

.ao

MODEL ANSWERS
1. The number of groups given ira the frequency

table is probably too many to present well in a
histogram. 'SO we could combine the groups
into pairs to reduce the number to half. -In so

f

10

5

T

r

V.

20-39 40-59.

doing, we add together the frequencies of each
pair. The histogram would, therefore, look like
the following.

60 -79 80-99 100-119. +120-139 140-159

WEEKLY WAGES (in dollars) .

4 6

45 '"

80.



2. The most appropriate bar graph for the presen-
tation of the comparative prices is a series of
double comparative bars Withthe exact prices

Rump
Steak

.

Round
Steak

Lamb,
Leg

A

included within the bars rather than,co the base
line. The graph would look like the follpyving.

:::. :::. :

144.3

103.6

92.6 ,

Bacon,
Sliced

Chuck
Roast

71.2

59.4

Hambur-
ger

't

51.2
O

1961

1971

4 7,
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3. TwO pie;graphs would need.to be drawn for the would be used to determine the layout. These
appropriate comparisons. The 1968 figures g*hs would look like the following.

1968 1974

Professional

Unskilled

Semi-
.Professional

Skilled

,4.- The appropriate graph would have the time on sent the Distributive and Trade and Industrial
the base line, percentages on the y-axis, and employment. This graph would look like the
two different graphs would be drawn to repre- following. 1 -

45

40

35

8 30

a.

;
25

20
1968

04111.
'me

101111. IMM. IN= ma. agm

Distributive

Trade .9<' Industrial

1969 1970 1971 .1972

Years

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Ybyr completed Self-Check should closely match the model responses If
any of your answers are incorrect, review the material in the information sheet, Presenting Data Through
Tables and Graphs, pp. 32-41, or check with your res sourte`person if necessary,

4 a
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Activity

Optional .
Activity

%1110

2-

4

Learning Experience 1V
OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, use the information provided in.a
given case situation to outline 'a report and a dissemination plan 'for a
community zkvey. fps

I

`You will be reading the information shget, Reporting and Disseminating'
the Results of a Community Survey, pp. 50-53.

You May wish to read relevant sections of the suppleftnentary reference
Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, tmd Dissertations.

I

Optional
Activity _'

%110efir. I

"1

ou may Aft, to meet with a teacher of English whig is skilled inmeet
writing to discuss in greater detail the characteristics of good
Writinsg. ,

Activity
.

ti

You %,ill414
and disse
tion.

cj

p . -**

ng the Ca A ,ituaVo, pp., 54:r-56, and outlining, report '''
tlimplan for the community saVrysdeSpribed in that eitua-

. 1 3'. ? 2`' ,

report-,
report

;Is

Your competency in outlining a report on, anti disseminating the results of, ,
a community survey will evaluated b9 your resource person, using the
Checklist for Reportin on a Community Survey, pp., 57-58.

4

or

O
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For information on writing a report on a corn munity survey and disseminat-
ing the results,,xead the following information sheet:

REPORTING AND DISSEMINATING THE RESULTS
OF A COMMUNITY SURVEY

Writing the Report

Once you have determined program reoom-
mendations based on_your analysis of the data
collected, your next step is to compile all this in-
formation into a for'rrral written report. This report
can then be used 'to communicate your findings
and recommendations to the ,school administra-
tion and to the community.

The actual writing of the report is usually as-
signed to one or more persons who have superior
writing skills.
This maybe
you, a
member of
the survey
team,br.the
steering
committee, a
school ad-

.
ministrator,
or a cornbi-
nition of
such per-
sons. What is
critical at this
stage is that
the report be completed and disseminated to key
persons and groups in the community asquickly
as possible to keep interest dlive.

The first step in'writihg a report is to develop a
suitable outline or format for organizing the report.
The following outline is ve which is frequently
used in preparing these reports.

I. Abstract 4..
II. Introduction tp the Problem

A, Need for the community survey
B. Survey strategies

III. Findings from the Survey (Demographic Data)
I.V. conclusions
V. liee6mmendations

A. Nev programs needed
B. Changes needed in existing programs
C. Personnel requirernent4

- D. Facilities n eded
r E. Materials an quipmentneeded

Y. Costs

This o\ iline is not the only acceptable one;
"change,s a d adaptations should be made so that
the outline y , se best fits your individual situa-
tion. The outline you finally devise or select should
provide yo d with a procedure for presenting the' -
survey information in a clear and interesting way.
Special consideration should be given to deter-

-Mining the best method for presenting the student
interest data, therciata on , manpower needs, and
the other releyant factors. These three items need
to be presented since they provide the major por-
tion of the informat4 used in the decision -'

,.,.../making process. .

In presenting this information, you should con-
side). using a variety of methods: tables, graphs,
charts, diagrams, and/or narrative. The methods
of presentation that are finally selected should be
those which most easily and clearly present the
desired inispation. , °

The Abitract
An abstract is a brief summary orthe total re-,

poi-t. Although it will usually appear at the front of
the report, it should be written last. Only aftersyou .
have written
the total re-',
port are you
really in a
position to
identify the
major Points
contained in
the report.
The abstract
stiould be
written in
such a man-
ner the 'f

one -
had, time to
read only the street, he or she would, get an
accurate picture the Major findings of the sur-
v3y and the major ecommendations which grew
from, the survey d a.
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tie nt#clu .
.
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v Th tropubtt uld clearly
.l /t why'

the, '-niV pryey. as needed, and how the
t` aulting data wasjiaed. I dditioh, yot.i4teed.lo .

cond0"ctin§ thesdivelkff lhe e anation may be
explaiqi:the. mettiodblogy t t was followed in

___Iengthy, it., is recommended that -you explain the
survey design and_sample selection process in a
eeparate settion Of.the report.

,_ \.
-NThe,FIndings

the dati which was -collected shquld be re-
ported in thd findings section so that each reader
has.the oppnrtunity.tO evaluate and interpret the
data firsthand. Research ethics require that all
data be _available so readers can- manipulate or
reorganize the data in a different manner should.
theychoose to do so. This allows each reader the
opportunity to arrive at different conclusions or
recommendations,

Special care rnmst be used to present the data in
a meaningful and understandable form. Conse-
qUently, tables, charts, graphs, and diagrams are
especially useful in this section. Much time and
discussion should be spent ensuri ng ghat the data
is accurately and clearly presented.

ConClusions
In this section, you nee,d tot report what objective

conclusions can be drawn from the data. For.ex-
ample, assume the data indicates that,students are
iffierested. in being trained as computer pro-
grammers, and that a local company is installing a
computer arid will need trained operators. Y8t.,

,Inight than report the following statement in your,
conclthions section.

\\
\

-e"

al

The recommendations section is undoubtedly
the most-important section of the report. After all,
the purpose of conducting the community survey
was to amass the data needed to make recom-
mendations for the improvement of your voca-
trona! program. It is not sufficient merely to present
the recommendations, however; great care must
be taken to develop a rationale or Teasonable
basis for each recommendation.

This is the section in whiCh you need to discuss
the relationship between the conclusions sup-
ported by the data and the other relevant commu-
nity factors. For ex9mple, one of your conclusions
was that a trainin§ program for computer pro-
igrammers was needed. In the recommendations
section, you miglit recommend oneof the follow-
_Iry actions depending °dale nature of your com-

, munity. .

The community's budget cannot cover the
high cost of installing such a program at this
time, but it isrecommended that such a prst-
gram be con§idered in the near future.
Because the cost of installir+g such'a progrAm
is so high; it is recommended that the pro:
gram and the need for, it be studiecqurther
before a decision is made.
Although the need for such a program is not
presently being filled, a nearby cotrunity
colleggis gearing up to provide sueh a pro-
gram. Thus, it is recommended that support
be given to-this prOgram and students be
made aware of its existence.

,V.!,Although there is a need for computer oPeritors
. 7itithepommunity, and there is student interest in

thisfield, there is presently ho.program for train-
,jog in this area.

Recommendatfons
This is a more subjective section, altho.ugh all

reconirnendations sNoultl,be based on objeclive
data. in thissecti4n, you need to indicate what you
and the persons assisting yol,i think should ae
done on ,the basis of the findings and cdnciusions.

41,
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Finally, the recommendations section needs to
tell the "whole story:: It is not sufficient to recom-
mend that"a program for the training of computer
operators needs to be added to the vocational

Disseminating th, e Results

I

program." You need to go beyond that statement
and describe what it means in terms of the addi-
tional facilities, equipment, materials, personnel,
and costs involved in the change.

To disseminate information means to spread/he .
news to a wide audience. Once you have analyzed

the data and prepared the report, you need to
determine how you will communicate your find-
ingi, conclusions, and recommendations to the
school and community. This wilt Inv-aye contact-
ing a'number of different audiences.

The type of information you compile for each
audience will depend on their interests and in-
volvement.m. the ultimate decision-making. Tile-,
general public, for examples, needs to know the
re,sults of the- survey, but. wants to know what
you'vp got to say briefly and simply without being
hit with a lot of statistical data and research meth-
odology.

On,the othdr hand, you must be much more
thorough when presentirig your information to the
advisory committee, -school board, anti school.
administration. These are the decision-makers,
and they will want to make their decisions based
on thorough research. Thus, they need to have
access to the final report with complele'ilata so
they can determine if their analysis of the data
results in the same conclusions and recommenda:
tiops.

The first'step in deterMining what information
should be presented is to submit the, report to
the administration for approval and suggestion's.
Quite possibly, there are problems or 4ioncerns
familiar only to the administration which would

rrtale it advisable to either emphasize or de-
emphasize certain conclusions and recomnda-
tions. Furthermore, all charts, graphs. and oral
presentations covering the survey results should
be approved by the school or district administrd-
tion before you share this material with the news
media or other audiences.

The next step is to determine who should get
what information in what order. It would be unwise
to release survey information to certain groups
before it is released to other groups. For example,
data should never be given to groups such as the
chamber of commerce or the local employment
service before they are released to the school
board. .

The final. ,step is to determine what strategy,
should be uggt to convey the information toach
group. You might wish to make a presentation to
the advisciry committee or P.T.A. You could send
copies of the report to administrators or school
board members You could arrange for an inter-
view to be taped for a local radio station or for
graphs and charts to be presented ,during eT V:
public affairs program The strategies selected
should be those which are most likely to reach the
intended audiences. The material should be pre-
sented in the most apprOpriate rfiaan.tricg, the
media being used.

4t,is helpful to form an ad hoc advisory commit-
tee for the purrpose of publicizing the community
survey results. This committee may consist of state
department and/or university personnel, your
school administrator/end other persons .who as-
sisted in planning and/or conducting the survey.
By, forming this committee you -accomplish two
important goals. You are beginning to dissemi-
nate theinformation to a select group, and you are
getting valuable advice on how to disseminate the
information from members of the groups that you
need to reach.

A list of some of the items you may wish-to
publicize follows.

the number of people in your geographic area
currentfy employed in specific occupations,
the additional workers needed at present, and
those needed in the next two to five years
the4obs in greatest demand

5:i
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the jobs within an occupation for what addi-
tional training is needed
past and present sources of manpower re-
cruitment
training requirements for present and
jected fob o enings

pro-

educatiorfal requirements for present and
projected-job openings
occupational interests of students
the relationship between the' number of an-
nual job openings and the number of students-
interested in preparing for these jobs

Optional
Activity

Optional
lk Activity

4

existing vocational progAms which should
be modified or discontinued
additional vocational programs which need to
be established

If you carefully analyze the data, systematically
prepare a written report, and conscientiously dis-
seminate the resulting information to the.appro:
priate audiences, the goal of yoOr community sur-
vey should be reachedan improved vocational
education program.

You may wish to read relevant sections of the supplementary reference,
Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers TheseS, and Dissertations,
which covers among other topics, rule§lor setting up tables and illustra-
tions, footnote form, punctuation, etc.

Ai

You may wish to arrange through your resource persoh to meet with a
teacher of English who is skilled' in report writing to discuss in greater,
detail the characteristics of good report writing. During your visit, you
might ask to look atexamples of well-written and well-orghrritbd reports.

f At'

.
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The following Case Situation 'is in two parts. fart I gives you background
information on yo-ur case situation, and part II is partial data from a corn:-
munity survey conducted in your hypothetical community of Smithville.

Read parts I and II and then use the information given to write an outline
of 'a comprehensive report on the community survey, and an outline of a
dissemination plan for the survey results.

In the report outline, you need to indicate the type of information Which
would go into a complete report, and how it would be structured, with
relevant examples drawn from the partial informafiorl supplied to you in
part II: Specifically, you will need to include the following:

a completed abstract for the report
a brief statement of the problem
a list of findings drawn from the information available4tqyou from part
II e

one appropriate graphic presentation to support or
. , these findings

a brief statement of your conclusions

ustrate one of

a list of recommendations drawn from the partial infothationsupplied
to you in part II

In your outline for the dissemination plan, include an explanation of how
you will communicate your findings, and what groups Will comprise your
audience.

CASE SITUATION
F. Background Information:.

You are a vocational teacher at Central High
School in Smithville. You have just completed the
data-gathering phase of a community survey you
are conducting in Smithville. You are no ready to
analyze the data write a survey report, an dis-
seminate the survey results. The data available to
you follows. To assist you in interpretation of this
data, the following facts needto be knovIn about
Smithville and your school.

Smithville is a community of 40,000 people.
There are approximately 500 business establish"-
ments of .all'types in the community Central High
School serves the entire ,community. Fifteen
hundred students are enrolled in the high school
(grades 9-121, and there are 100 faculty members.

. 54

Thp school li four guidance'cvpselors. There
are presently four vocational programs in the
school (in the areas of agriculture, distribUtive
education, home economics education, and trade
and industrial, education), each enrolling 40 stu-
dents. Each of these programs'has one full-time'
instructor.

Occupational Data:
It is important to note that the data supplied here

are only a sample of the,tyge of data which you
would obtain from a community survey. In a real
situation, you would be handling much larger
quantities of more 'diversified data.



Payroll
'Description

COMMUNITY SURVEY DATA

'0
49
C00

0.
E

UJ

6'

Account Clerk 185
Payroll Clerk 53
General Clerk 569,
Mail Clerk 47
Computer Operator 5

Bookkeeping Machine'
Operator - 56

Tabulating Machine
Operator 169

Key Punch Operator 293
Calculating Machine. -"-

Operator 50
Duplicating Machine.

Operator - *156
File Clerk 156
Secretary 425
Stenogtaphei . 274.
Typist '602
Telephone PEN/Recep- z-_,,

tionist 85

Green House Floriit 63 :
Nursery Worker ,44
Greenskepper 15
Parks and Residential

Grounds Keeper , - , 23
-7

Expected Level of
Education

,Percent of
Percent of High Post-High

School Grad School Training

Business Education Area

15 47 23 35 65
9 . 12 5 20 . 80

13 153 - 21 81 . 19
7 67 -1 -- 100 -
1* 5' 100

6 /
5 10. 4 75 25.

18 .39 23 95 5
21 53 7 95 15

5 11 95

7 12 6 95
11 14 12 80

.0.
27 140 53 50
15 . -, 65 '51 55
13 228 48 90

.,
.10 . 13 6 95

Agricultural Education Area

. 9 15 "" 7 95
-4 2 :11 1 95

14 - 100,
- .

3 20 8 ° - 100
ParmEquipment Mechanic, 165 21 32 12- . 75
Seed, Feed, and Fertil- . ,

izer Salesperson 123. .. 13 27 12/ 25

Home Economics Educalion Area

Maid-Hotels, Etc. 152
Housekeeper . . '23
Cook 99
Waitress-Waiter 252.
Meat Cutter It' 11

Child Care Attendant 51

Laundry Wor}(er 61

Needle Trades Worker 97.
.. .

. - 4

29 123 8'
. 15 .' 10 5

25 39 .- 11

73 119, . - 5 85
2 5 2

150 33 25
7 36 . 2,

, . 32 12 .

55

56.

100
100

80

50
65

, *5

5

20
50 .-.
45
10

5

§
5 r>
-
-

25

75

___

-
-

20
15
50

.35
100 . -

75 ° 25

'



Payroll
Description

,Real Estate Agent
Financial Services Agent_,
Insurance Agent
General Salesperson
Hotel arlit Restaurant Worker
Transportation Worker
Advertising Agent
Utilities Worker

Dental Assistant
Dental Technologist
Practical Nurse
Registered Nurse
Nurse's Aide

Machinist
Miscellaneous Metal Trades

Worker
`Auto Mechanic
Diesel Mechanic,
Auto Body Repairperson
Business Machines

Repairperson
Small Appliance

Repairperson
Radio, T.V Repairperson
Printing Machine

Operator
Cabinetmaker
Brick Mason
Carpenter
Electrician
Plumber
Painter or Decorator
Arc Welder
Gas Welder
Truck Driver
Air Conditioning and

Refrigeration Worker
Baker
Barber
Beauty Operator
Draftsman

. c

O ..
EJ

ca Expected Level of
z .c Education

Distributive Education Area
Percant of High

School Grad

Pccent of
Post-High

School taining

59 5 2 4 5 95

101 12 3 ,7 25 75

153 15 15 9 20 80

1,078 352 229
98 19 22

51,
12

95
50

15

50

102 25 19 20 45 55

23 2 5 95

27 4 1 35 65

116althRelated Education Area

49 6 7 2 80 20

23 3 2 2 20 ' 80

125: 52 12 75 4 5 95

219 92 23 20 100

101 107 42 63 75 25

st Trade and Industrial Education Area

450 23 19 29

820 105 45 152

220 54 12 12

32 k 65 2 17

79 72 1845 19

62 '102 3 12

23 95 12 13

33 35 3 :19

12 2 1 °

69 7 9 16

'107 19 ,...., 12 4

152 27 22 31

56 12 6 11

25 3 4

63 8 8 9

53 23 15 23

29 7 9 9

124 21 65 12

31 150 12 15 NI
29 2 1

12 4,Y- 2

39 .9 7 12

52 12 12 2

80 20

100
75
50
75

25
50
25

5 95

83 17

20 80

80
95
95 ,
95
90
90

100
90
85

100

20
50

5
50

r 5

20
5
5
5
10
10

10
15

80
50
95
50
95

After you have developed your outline of a report and dissemination plan
for the community survey described, arrange to have your resource person
review and evaluate your outline. Give him/her the Checklist for Reporting
on a Community Sprvey, pp 57-58, to use in evaluating your work.

57
56 ,



CHECKLIST FOR REPORTING ON A COMMUNITY SURVEY

Dtrect Ions: Place an X irrthe NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
kachoof the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fullya

4
mplished. If, because of special cir-

cumstances, a performance com nt was not applicable, onimpossible
to ex te, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

The teacher's report included:
1. a suitable. format or outline

2. an abstract Which pulls together important findings and recom-
. mendations

3. an abstract which is brief and, to the point

4. an introduction which adequately points out the need for, and
purposes of, the survey

5. a chart, graph, or table, etc., which presents some 'findings clearly
and simply

6. conclusions supported by'the data

7. recommendations supported by the ilata and the communityfac-
tors

8. some rationale to support the recommendations

The teacher's disserninbtion plan Included:'
9. provision for submitting material to be disseminated to the adminis-

tration for approval. . ,

4
10 a list of the persons and groups that should net the information ..

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE.

:111

Eli'

11. the Order in which these persons and grbups should get the infor-
mation I-1 L-4

to be reacbed and the type of media to be used....
12. dissemination methods which were selected based on the audience

13. provision for seeking help and advice in disseminating the informk,
Lion

14. an futillne of the procedu re to be followed in preseriting the f ndinge n.D
to selected,persons or groups

E D
n. .0



t.

4

15. a description of the visual aidS to be used in making presentations E 11

16. a description of the conclusions and recommendations to be high-
lighted in the presentations 4

17. decisions which were based on the conclusions and recom-
mgndations in the written- survey report

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N, A responses If any item received a NO, or
PARTIAL response, ceview the material in the information shept, Reporting avid Disseminating the
Results of a Community Survey, pp.50-53, revise your outlines accordingly, or check with your resource
person if necessary.

er
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Activity

Learning Experience V
FINAL EXPERIENCE

While workihg in an actual schOol situation,* report the findings of a
community survey.

At a time when community survey.data has been gathered, report or assist .
in reporting the findings of a community survey: This will include

,.
- organizing your data in preparation, for analysis '

analyzing your community survey data
.. preparipg a written survey report ,,

disseminating the-survey-results to selected individuals and groups.
... according to a dissemination plan :

, 1
1

6 .
NOTE: Due to the nature'of this experience, you will need to have access to

_, an actual scfpol situatior\ever an extended period of time (e.g., four to six
'' weekd). ,

,

As you complete each of the above activities, document your actions (in
writing, on tape, through a log) for assessment purposes.

Arrange to have your resourpe person review your docuMentation, the
written survey report, and the disseminatiop plan.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form: pp. 61-62.

4.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your
resource pergon will determine whether yotkere competent in reporting
the findings of a community survey.

°
'For"b definition of actual school situation see tne inside back cover
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Report the Findings of 'a Community Survey (A-3)

I
Name

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. Date

If; because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X,in the N/A box. Resource Person

In organizing and analyzing the data from the survey, the
teacher:

1. determined the number of additional workers needed in niin
specific. occupations for future, target dates ....

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

2. determined student interests and student occupational
choices for his /tier school district 4

3. determined specific occupations for which training is
needed, based on manpower needs data and student'
interest data r.

.

4. decided which manpower needs and student interest
needs are already being adequately met with existing
v cational education programs

5. in conjunction with ad/isory.committeeS.Itate vocational
department. personnel, university vocational education
personnel, the chamber of commerce, the employment
service, and other important persons, consideret the .

relevant social, economic, political, and educati al fac-
tors

6. synthesized all the community survey data and identified
vocational education needs for his/her community 'tir
service area or both

The community Survey report:
7. was based on the analysis of the survey.data

8. included a brief, concise abstract, highlighting the im-
portant conclusions and recommendations

9. included an introduction which adequately pointed out
the need for the survey and what was.to have been ac-
complished by the survey

10. adequately explained the methodology used in conduct-
ing the survey
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111, included charts, graphs, ..and tables to present the
findings in an easily understood manner .....

S

RI

el 4. b ..ac o .t.
o o et,

oo * 42 2 4 k 0 4/

11

n12. drew conclusions which were supported by the data ..

13. recommended vocational program additions, deletions,
and changes based on the available data .. , . ElF1'

14., presented a logical rationale that supported each of the
recommendations . .

E7,111 Ei
15. was logically organized to present the information 00
16 was accurately and carefully written . 11

17 was attractive and professional in appearances El Cl
In disseminating the-results of the survey; the teacher:

18. consulted with advisory Committees, state and/or uniter-
sity personnel, and othey key personnel in recommend-
ing program additions and changes -

19. obtained appro-val 'from the school administration for
publicizing the results

-20.sdistrinted copies of the survey report to key peop
within the schooj and community,

21 publicized highlights of the vocational education survey<
in the community . . .

22. made use of several methods for disseminating the sue-
vey information .

23, made presentations to the administration and k= com-
munity groups outlining the proposed vocational uca-

tion program . .....

24. selected for presentatio those conclusions and rec
mendations that would be of major interest and concern
to the various audiences 7..

25. utilized visual aids in making resentations of the con-
clusions.and recommendatio%

LEVE4. OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive IV/GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses If any item

receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine

what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak

area(s).
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'ABOUT USING. THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organization
Eaah module is designed to help you gaincomixtency
in a particular skill are onsidered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
solme proViding practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions. Completing these expert-

'ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
ti%ie in the final learning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher.

Procedure's
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess. Similarly, you need not complete any learning\ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it. Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learningexpenence, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information ou have read in these
sections, you should be ready to ake one of the follow-
ing decisions:

that you, do not have the coTtetencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-

, perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s) .
that you are already competent in this area, and
'ready to complete the final learning

; order to "test out"
that the module is inappropriate to.your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person. If
you do not complete the final experience successfully,
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peal the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other 'related activities

e ed by your resource person before attempting tosug
repe he final experience. . .

Options 'for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of_perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your fe-
sourbe person may meet to select acuities to helpjou
reach coMpetency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the/-module"pratieusly skipped; (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing yOur own learning experiende, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person.

66

Terminology
Actual Schdol Situation ... refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-tecondarV vocational studentein
a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation. If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are tgftlrig the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience. You
would then do the final learning °experience later, i.e.,
when you have access to an actual school situation.
AlternReAdtivity or Feedback ... refers to an item or
feedback device which may supstitute for required
items Which, due to special circuenstances, you are un-
able to complete.
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific sarea,A
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback . refers to an item
which is nbt required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence.

Resource Person ...refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating,' supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you ph taking this
module.
Student .. refers *to the person who is enrolled and-
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution.
Vocational Service Area . . refers to a major vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educe-
tig.d, home economics_education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical ethication, or trade and industrial edu-
cation..
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment

N/A ... The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None ... No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevant.
Poor ... The teacher is unable to ,perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it
Fair . .. The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, bilt has some ability to perform it
Good . .. The lekcher is able to perform this skill in an
effective jnannerN.._
Excellent .. The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner.
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MO of TherCenter's
ormance-Based Teacher Education Modules

Category A: Program Planning, Dovelopmint, Ind EvalUatiUn

A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey ' .

A -2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-G Reportthe Findings of a Community Survey

- A-4, Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 gfevelop Program Goals and Ob fives

A-7 Conduct an Occupational An
A-8 Develop a Course of S dy

, A-9 Develop Long- rogram Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student llow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category B: Instructional Planning

IS

I 8-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6

Determine Needs and Interests of Students
Develop Student Performance Objectives
Develop a Unit of Instruction
Develop a Lesson Plan
Select Student Instructional Materials
Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: Itistructional Elocution
C-1 'Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
Emptpy Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-6 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Qirect Students in ggplying Problem-Solving Illechniques
C-9 Employ the Project Wthod
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques
C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners,
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C2.49 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-n Prase rmation with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

B #
Present ormatioNnth Overhead and Opaque Materials
Present Information with ilmstrips end Slides
Present Information with` Films
Present Information with Audio Recordings

sent Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
Employ Programmed Instruction
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

t

C-23
C-24
C-25
C-26
C-27
C-28
C-29
Category D: Instructional Evaluation

0-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
0-2 Assess Student Performance Knowl
0-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
0-4 Assess Student Performance Skills
D-5 Determine Student Grades
0-6 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: Instructional Management
E-1 Project-Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance -

F -1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques
F-24 Gather StUdent Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use COnferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-54r- Assist Students in Applying for Employment or f urther Edo,cardri

CategoryG: School-Community Relations
G-1. Develop a Spool-Community Relations Plan

4
for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Pre,sentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Voational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and ArticlesConcerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House tr-
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9---mazrcr.Ferwith State Local Educators
G-10 Obtai bout Your Vocational Program

Category H; Student Vocational Organization

H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Studerrocahonal
Organizations

H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in DevelOpitg

and Financing a Yearly Programgi Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category I: Professional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: CoordinatioInn of Cocitiditivg Education
J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your CoOperalke Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance, TransferS,:and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program

f J-5 Place Co-Op Students' on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 'Evaluate Qo-Op Students' On-the-Job Performancb
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBI.ICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Basedgeacher Eduqaticin

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Materials .
Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

For information regarding availability anaprices)orthese materials cot ct-
-AAVIM

American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials
120 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30602 (404) 542-2586
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